Upcoming programs and news from the SSRC at DePaul University (March and April 2016).

March and April 2016
The SSRC provides a wide variety of technical assistance and training opportunities. We can help with everything from training graduate students to helping you with data management and analysis problems. Requests for conference space, lab space, or data and service requests can be made HERE.

Write on Site
During May, June, and July, the SSRC is hosting weekly “Write on Site” events in the SSRC conference room in Suite 3100 of 990 W. Fullerton.

Research Retreat
Methodologist Jessi Bishop-Royse led four DePaul professors on a three day faculty research retreat over spring break.

CO2 Emission
Nandhini Gulasingam examined how CO2 emissions in the US might be investigated using GIS.

Vehicle Theft in Chicago
Nandhini Gulasingam also showed how vehicle thefts in Chicago could be examined using geocoded addresses and the Getis-Ord Gi* statistic.

Rand’s American Life Panel
Jessi Bishop-Royse attended the Population Association of America’s Annual Meeting in Washington, DC March 31-April 2. She stumbled upon a brilliant datasource (the American Life Panel) and research tool currently offered by RAND.

Mess Hall Save the Date
Linda Levendusky reports on political science faculty member David Williams’ discussion on a chapter from his book 'The Greatest of All Plagues': Economic Inequality in Western Political Thought at Mess Hall in April.

Get Messy with Us! Call for Presenters
We’re looking for Mess Hall presenters. Faculty, students and staff are all welcome to present on their scholarship. Mess Hall sessions are a low-risk environment for people to talk about their work with colleagues from all over the university. Past sessions have focused on methodological advice, feedback on book proposals, and simply sharing research. To propose a session, send an email to Linda Levendusky (email: llewendu@depaul.edu).

Funding Opportunities of Interest
NSF Cyberlearning and Future Learning Technologies LOI (Deadline: 5/9/2016)
NSF Linguistics Proposals (Deadline: 7/15/2016)
Oncology Nursing Society Foundation LOI (Deadline: 8/15/2016)

Contact Us!
Website, Blog, Facebook, Twitter.
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